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‘A hugely promising debut’ Irish Independent‘Gripping and pacy’ Steve Cavanagh, Sunday

Times bestselling author of Fifty Fifty‘They’re dead. They’re all dead. It’s my fault. I killed

them.’Those are the words of Iona Gardener, who stands bloodied and staring as she

confesses to the murder of four people in a run-down cottage outside of Belfast.Outside the

cottage, five old dolls are hanging from a tree. Inside the cottage, the words “WHO TOOK

EDEN MULLIGAN?” are graffitied on the wall, connecting the murder scene with the famous

cold case of Eden Mulligan, a mother-of-five who went missing during The Troubles.But this

case is different. Right from the start.Because no one in the community is willing to tell the

truth, and the only thing DI Danny Stowe and forensic psychologist Rose Lainey can be certain

of is that Iona Gardener’s confession is false….A tense, atmospheric and utterly gripping story,

perfect for fans of Patricia Gibney, Angela Marsons and Rachel Caine.**The next title in this

unputdownable series The Midnight Killing is available to read now!***Praise for Who Took

Eden Mulligan?:‘A dark, disturbing and gripping read perfect for fans of Jane Casey, Patricia

Gibney and Brian McGilloway’ Claire Allan'Deftly and compellingly written' Anthony J Quinn‘A

twisting tale of intrigue that never lets up.’ Brian McGilloway‘A dark, twisting, compelling tale’

Stuart Neville'An intriguing, sophisticated read told in an authentic voice' Kelly

Creighton‘Gripping and pacy’ Steve Cavanagh‘A hugely promising debut’ Irish Independent

‘Gripping and pacy’ Steve Cavanagh‘A hugely promising debut’ Irish Independent‘A dark,

disturbing and gripping read perfect for fans of Jane Casey, Patricia Gibney and Brian

McGilloway. Sharon Dempsey will be one to watch!’ Claire Allan'Deftly and compellingly written,

Sharon Dempsey cleverly brings the strands of this story together and creates a disturbing

journey towards a shocking truth.' Anthony Quinn‘A gripping exploration of fractured families,

grieving children and how the crimes of yesterday still echo today … A twisting tale of intrigue

that never lets up.’ Brian McGilloway'An intriguing, sophisticated read told in an authentic voice

… A powerful story about conflict and the shadows it leaves behind.' Kelly Creighton‘A dark,

twisting, compelling tale … Sharon is part of a new generation of crime writers able to mine

Northern Ireland’s troubled history to craft gripping stories for today.’ Stuart Neville--This text

refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionA totally addictive crime thriller and mystery

novel packed with nail-biting suspense--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorSharon Dempsey is a PhD candidate at Queen’s University, exploring class and gender

in crime fiction. She was a journalist and health writer before turning to writing crime fiction and

has written for a variety of publications and newspapers, including the Irish Times. Sharon also

facilitates creative writing classes for people affected by cancer and other health challenges.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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PublisherPROLOGUEKeep going. Don’t stop. Run, walk if you must, but whatever you do, don’t

look back.Her feet pummel the rough, uneven ground. The police station isn’t far. She

remembers passing it days before when they were in the car. Moving day. They had been

delighted with themselves for getting the rental at such a cheap price. Had planned to make

the run-down cottage into something more comfortable. After all, they weren’t students

anymore and they’d have good jobs before long. Young professionals, that was how they

described themselves to the landlord.She is trying to distract herself. To keep her mind from

seeing the unthinkable. Her foot hits a rock and she lurches forward, falling to the right, bashing

her knee. She steadies herself, not allowing the pain to register as she keeps running. If she

feels the sting, then she’ll feel it all, the true horror of what was in that cottage. She can’t let it

in. She has to keep that door in her mind shut; push against it with all of her strength.The

police station can’t be much farther but she doesn’t know if she’ll make it, if she’ll manage to

keep it together until she reaches safety. She’s stumbling now, swaying.It’s as though she’s on

a fairground ride that’s going too fast. She wants off but knows it won’t stop.She’s certain she’s

going to be sick. Bile burns the back of her throat and she tries to spit it out while she’s still

moving, but it goes no farther than her chin. She wipes at it with her hand and smells that

coppery-blood smell again and her stomach heaves. So much blood … No, she can’t think



about it. She can’t let it in.She’s nearly there. Her breathing is ragged. Her heart is pumping so

fast she fears it will explode. She sees the road. Sees the sign with the PSNI logo and the

words ‘Keeping People Safe’ beneath it.The glass doors open automatically and once there,

standing in the reception area with an open-mouthed policeman looking at her, she no longer

knows how to say it. How to put it into words and make sense of what has happened. Instead,

she has what must be an out of body experience, for she sees herself from above – a girl with

dark, straggly hair, covered in drying and caked blood. Clots of the stuff sticking to skin that

had been bathed and covered in rose and peony scented body cream only yesterday.The

police officer is speaking. He’s calling for help. They rush at her, asking where she is injured.

Who has done this to her? Questions followed by more questions. Hands tugging at her,

patting her down, looking for wounds.She hears herself speak – giving her name, the address

of the cottage – and then she says it, forms the words she doesn’t want to hear herself

say.‘They’re dead. They’re all dead. It’s my fault. I killed them.’And then she falls.CHAPTER

1This one was different from the start.Bloodied and panicked, the girl had run into the local

police station. Stated her name: Iona Gardener, the address of the crime scene: Lower Dunlore

cottage, Larchfield, before conveniently collapsing.Chief Inspector Danny Stowe had been in

the game long enough to be surprised by nothing. He’d heard it all: the dog walker stumbling

across a shallow grave; a witness, breathless and hysterical, calling the incident in on their

mobile; a neighbour alerted to the screams and the cries of a mother trying to protect her

children from an abusive husband; a drug deal gone wrong and the victim left splattered all

over the scene. Cases come in all shapes and sizes. But cases with ready confessions? Well,

they don’t turn up every day.Assistant Chief Constable McCausland had come up trumps and

chosen Danny as the lead detective on this one, in spite of his sullied record. The Lennon case

– a trafficked seventeen-year-old girl beaten to death by her handler – had nearly ruined him.

Danny had messed up big time by losing his cool and smacking the perpetrator’s head off of a

gable wall. It could have been a career ending move but he had managed to redeem himself by

keeping his head down ever since, volunteering for all the shit jobs no one wanted and making

sure his clean-up rate was better than most. Diligence and penance were his watch words

these days.Now the Dunlore case had landed on his desk and looked to be as messy as it was

big. Stabbings always involved too much blood for his liking. This one was done in a frenzied

fashion that suggested passion, rage and loss of control, but he couldn’t go jumping to too

many conclusions. The arrangement of the bodies in the bed looked like a contrived staging,

while the savagery of the attack spoke of chaos. The contradicting scenarios and other

inconsistencies suggested that nothing was as it seemed.His desk phone hadn’t stopped

ringing since he got the case that morning; every journalist he’d ever had a drink with,

desperate to get something on the mass killings. The Dunlore stabbings would be the story of

the decade.‘Get in line,’ he’d told Louisa Richmond, his favourite reporter of them all. ‘You’ll

have to wait for the official press statement.’ Danny wasn’t about to go leaking anything.The

phone buzzed again. It was an internal line this time, so he picked it up to hear Ian on the front

desk, tell him he had a visitor.‘Ian, I’m not expecting anyone and I’m up to my oxters with this

new case. Whoever it is, get someone else to sort it.’‘She says you’ll want to see her. Good-

looking doll, goes by the name of Rose Lainey.’Rose Lainey. Now that was a blast from the past

worth dropping everything for. He didn’t think this day could throw up anything more surprising

than hearing Rose was in town.‘I’ll be right there.’Danny hung up and made his way to the front

desk, checking out his reflection as he passed the window looking into the incident room.Rose

was the last person he expected to turn up out of the blue. He hadn’t seen her for a good few

years and never in Belfast. As far as he knew she never made trips back home. God, it must



have been five – no, six – years since he last saw her. That last reunion. Most of them had

been older, greyer and a little thicker around the middle. But not Rose. She had looked the

same, if slightly more polished and refined. Her dark hair, worn down to her shoulders, was

wavy and lustrous, almost black. She was still trim and lean, and she still held herself in that

contained way, as if she was always ready for flight or fight.There had been a time when the

two of them were inseparable. Two Northern Irish exiles thrown together in the same halls to

read Criminology and Psychology. Both competitive and ambitious students, they’d shared

lecture notes, done essays together, and pulled all-nighters to make sure they both bagged

firsts. And they had. After graduating, Danny had returned to Northern Ireland and enrolled on

an officer fast-track training programme with the PSNI, while Rose had headed south to

London and found work with the Met, dealing with immigration, drugs and terrorism. Rose had

taken the clinician route, studying for her masters and then a doctorate. She was Dr Lainey

now, a forensic psychologist. She worked in the prison service the last time he checked … and

he did check, every now and then. Not that he’d ever tell her that. It was nothing more than an

old habit, he told himself; he just cared about how she was doing.He had a live crime scene to

negotiate, a mortuary lab to visit, the team needed briefing and the press were breathing down

his neck. But it could all wait. A visit from his old mate Rose Lainey wasn’t something to

happen every day.CHAPTER 2Rose looked around, taking in the nondescript decor, the sleek

chairs and the coffee machine in the hallway. This could have been her place of work if she’d

stayed in Northern Ireland, and if they’d been willing to overlook her family background.‘Rose

Lainey. I never thought I’d live to see the day!’ Danny’s words as he burst through the door

made her gasp with surprise.‘Danny!’‘Legend has it that if the fine Rose Lainey sets foot on

these here shores, her beauty shrivels up and flees.’ He opened his arms wide to give her a

warm hug, squeezing her as hard as he could without breaking bones.‘Stick around and you

might just see that happen.’ Rose smiled at all six feet four of him. Brawny and good looking,

with a sharp wit and a great analytical brain, he was the kind of man her sister Kaitlin would

call a quare ride. To Rose, he was the best friend she’d ever had.‘What brings you to my neck

of the woods?’‘Family business. You know how it is. Can’t stay away forever.’‘Well you gave it a

bloody good try. If it wasn’t for the old Liverpool uni reunions, I’d never see you.’The two had

kept in touch over the years but Rose had always declined Danny’s invites to come visit. Even

his swish wedding invitation had been politely declined.‘So, how’s life been treating you,

Rosie?’She felt self-conscious under his appraising eye. This is Danny, she reminded herself –

he’d seen her hungover and devoid of any hint of the subterfuge make-up could offer plenty of

times.‘Oh, you know, it’s fine. Still in London and working for the prison service, but I sort of feel

like I’m treading water.’ She didn’t tell him that she’d spent the best part of the last four months

questioning her professional choices. Working in prisons and dealing with the worst category of

offenders was starting to eat away at her soul. No matter what she did, it never felt like enough.

She envied Danny and his role on the front line, being able to get his hands dirty and feel like

he was making a real, discernible difference every single day. She sensed that it was too late

for her to make any significant impact on most of the criminals she worked with. Many were

beyond redemption.‘Time for a change?’‘I think so. I’m putting a few feelers out.’‘How long are

you in town for?’She shrugged. ‘I’m not sure. I’ve leave to take, so I haven’t booked my return

flight yet. Thought I might stick around for a couple of weeks. Depends on how it feels to be

back here, you know?’‘It’s really good to see you, Rosie. You’re looking well.’ Danny was the

only person she’d tolerate calling her Rosie.‘How’s Amy? Maybe I’ll get to finally meet her.’He

looked off to the side and hesitated before saying, ‘She’s good. Yeah, we’ll have to arrange

dinner or something.’‘Definitely, though I’ve a lot of family stuff going on while I’m here.’He



nodded. ‘Okay, but you are not leaving Belfast without spending some time with me. I’ll show

you around, let you see how much the old stomping ground has changed.’It had changed; she

couldn’t deny it. Maybe it was the weather, but people seemed nicer, brighter and happier.

There was less graffiti and more traffic. The peace dividend had paid off, by all accounts.

Belfast was crawling with tourists and for the first time in a long time it felt as if it had something

to offer beyond peace walls and political violence.‘I promise we’ll catch up properly. I wanted to

say hello before I head off to see to the family stuff. You know what it’s like, it’ll be “Auntie Joan

needs to see you and Uncle Joe wants to take you to see such and such”. My time won’t be my

own.’She saw something flit across his face, his eyes opening wide. ‘Hey, I have an idea. Would

you have time to have a look at something that’s just come my way?’‘What, like a case?’‘Yeah,

why not? I can guarantee it’s interesting and I could do with some of your hocus pocus input. If

I can square it with my ACC, would you be up for it?’‘Hocus pocus?’ She laughed. ‘I’ll have you

know that forensic psychologists do a bloody good job of clearing up crime scenes quicker

than any detectives.’‘I don’t doubt it, Rosie. Think about my offer though. I’ll see how we’re fixed

here and, if it works out, well … Say yes, for old times’ sake.’‘We’ll see, Danny. No promises.

I’m here to take some leave, remember?’‘Rose, I know you. Sitting on your arse all day drinking

cups of tea will drive you up the walls. Come play with me instead. I promise you, this case will

be worth sticking around for. You said yourself that you’re not happy in the prison service. Just

take a look.’‘Take a look at what, exactly?’‘Let’s head down to my office and I can talk you

through it. I’d be eager to see what you make of it. Give me half an hour of your time, that’s

all.’Danny had always been hard to resist.CHAPTER 3Danny stood back and watched Rose as

she looked around the basement office, taking it all in. He knew the narrow windows were too

high up to provide a view of the scorcher of a day outside and his row of filing cabinets, banked

across one wall, made the room feel like a glorified store cupboard.‘So, you’re in the arse end

of nowhere. You must’ve pissed off someone pretty bad,’ she said.‘They like to call it the

Historical Enquiries Unit. I’ve been told it’s the poisoned chalice, but you know me, I like a

challenge.’Up close, he could see she looked a little older. There were tell-tale fine lines around

her eyes and her cheekbones were softened. He didn’t care to think how different he might

look. He knew a few detectives that wore their careers on their faces, all sunken eyes and dark

shadows, never mind the expanding paunch telling of too many dinners on the run, and a

fondness for whiskey and the beer. Funny how a few bad cases can catch up with you.He

wondered how life was really treating Rose. She’d always been something of a dark horse and

the texts and phone calls had been few and far between since they’d graduated.‘Before we go

any further – and I’m not saying I’m doing this, I’m just curious – what’s the case?’ Rose asked.

‘And why me? I’m not exactly on the Serious Crime Unit’s list of go-to consultants. I’m sure you

have a bank of professionals to call in for cases that require a psychologist’s input.’‘Yeah, this

one’s a bit different though. I was in a lull between cases, that strange time when you wonder if

your working life is going to be logging records and tidying up documents for the Crown

Prosecution forever.’Rose nodded. She knew that feeling. That fear of never making a

difference. Of being resigned to chasing paper leads instead of proper ones, of talking in

circles to satisfy parole boards.He noticed her looking down at the Mulligan file on his desk and

continued. ‘So, when the ACC called me in and gave me the gist, I was pumped and ready to

go. Do you know Dunlore, just outside Lisburn? It’s in a small village called Larchfield.’‘Yeah, I

know it. Pretty little place, looks a bit like Kent.’‘Well, they have a small station – just a little

outpost really – and get this, in runs this blood-covered girl, straight off the street.’Danny knew

he was reeling her in. Nothing a psychologist likes more than a case with a bit of intrigue, a

mystery crying out for unravelling. They were like coppers that way.‘I still don’t see what you



need me for, or why you’re on an active case when you’ve been sent to historical enquiries,’

she said, but he could hear the piqued interest in her voice.‘Just take a look and you’ll

understand. Come with me for a wee ride to the crime scene.’ He glanced down at the Mulligan

case documents sitting on his desk, the dusty red box file holding years of false starts and

dead ends.‘A day like this shouldn’t be spent down in this dreary hole. Your family won’t mind if

you take some time out, would they?’She put her head to the side and gave him a look. ‘Danny,

I can’t go swanning off with you, no matter what the weather’s like. Plus, it looks to me as if you

have your hands full here,’ she said, gesturing towards the folders.‘The files can wait. We’ve

more urgent business to attend. Please Rose. Just trust me.’ He was serious for a minute,

worried that she wouldn’t come with him.‘Fine. I’ll give you half an hour and if I don’t think it

merits my time, I’m out. Well, what are you waiting on? Let’s go.’CHAPTER 4Rose snapped on

her seatbelt, ready for Danny to take off. She’d a good idea he’d drive like he talked, which was

way too fast. They headed onto the motorway, the fields flying past in a blur of green and

golden sheaves of wheat. It was a glorious day. The weather had been uncommonly good for

Northern Ireland lately, so much so that there was talk of hosepipe bans, dogs having to be

rescued from overheating cars, and elderly people dropping dead from heat exhaustion.‘Right,

tell me what you know,’ she said.Danny filled her in on the blood-covered girl and her

confession. ‘Uniforms went to the address and found three dead, and one badly injured but still

alive.’‘Where’s the girl now?’‘Hospital – she had superficial knife injuries – but she isn’t talking.’

He blasted the air con up as high as it would go while Rose switched between radio stations,

searching until she found something they could both agree on. ‘Raspberry Beret’ came on. A

bit of Prince would do.‘I still don’t see where you or I fit in to all this. Last time I checked,

historical enquiries don’t throw up too many fresh corpses.’‘You’ll understand when we get

there.’ She could sense him smiling beside her.‘The house is a bit out of the way. If you didn’t

know where to look for it, you’d never accidentally come across it. SatNav is useless on these

country roads.’ He overtook a red Audi that was being driven as slow as a tractor.‘This isn’t

somewhere a burglar or a madman would chance upon,’ he said, checking his speed.When

they arrived in Larchfield, a young officer in uniform pointed them towards the crime scene. As

they turned into the lane they saw police cars banked along the side of the hedgerow, and a

strip of blue and white police tape tied across the entrance. Danny flashed his ID through the

open car window and smiled, and they were waved through. The lane itself was little more than

an overgrown dirt track that looked like it hadn’t seen much traffic over the last ten years. There

was barely enough room for one car to make its way down it.They bumped slowly down the

sloping lane and at the end of the track Rose caught her first glimpse of the house. It stood

nestled into the landscape and the midmorning sunlight bathed its sandstone façade, making it

look almost luminous, like something straight out of a story book. The cottage, which was

bigger than Rose expected and more like a house, looked like it belonged to another era.

Scratch that, she thought, it looked like it belonged to a time that had never actually existed in

real life, as if it was from a world of quaint families, picnics of ginger beer and fruit cake, nights

spent round an open fire. The kind of world where everyone looked out for each other.The

house was built in an L shape, with a curved front entrance at the axis. Three upstairs windows

were visible, and a small bay window was situated to the right of the front door but they were

like blank eyes looking out, giving nothing away. Rose noted that the garden was totally

secluded, hidden from the main road by trees, bushes and a dilapidated stone wall. It was

eerily quiet except for the chirping of birds in the fruit-heavy trees.The surrounding hedgerows,

shrubs, and trees were interspersed with wildflowers and knee-high dandelions, and the foliage

had nearly consumed the house. But, for all its beauty, the scene didn’t look right. It was too



calm, too quiet. Rose was used to thinking of crime scenes as being a bustle of action.

Uniforms gossiping, police radios crackling, tech bureau people in their space suits collecting

evidence and looking self-important, barking at the detectives to mind their size elevens.

Instead, there was one uniform on guard, looking a bit queasy and unsure of himself where he

stood near the entrance.‘Here goes,’ Danny said, handing Rose a packet of protective gear.She

looked at him. ‘Are you really going to let me trample all over a fresh crime scene?’‘You’ve had

the training and I know you’ve enough sense not to disturb anything. Besides, the SOCOs have

been all over it already.’ He’d always had a renegade streak. She was certain it had landed him

in trouble more often than he cared to admit, but she was also sure he was a first-rate

detective despite it.They suited up in their blue plastic suits, hoods up and gloves on, and

made their way over to the cop on the door. What is it with new recruits these days? Rose

thought. Do they all have to look like they’re just through puberty? This one had the pimply face

of a sixth former, and ears that sat like jug handles on either side of his neat little head. The

sun was pounding down and the young officer looked like he was developing a red welt of

sunburn across his greasy face.‘Hello there,’ Rose said in her best congenial manner to hide

the fact that she was breaking every rule in the handbook by entering another jurisdiction’s

crime scene without good reason or permission. ‘Dr Lainey and DI Stowe.’The officer nodded

and stood aside to allow them to enter. ‘The pathologist is still in there.’‘Who were the first

officers on the scene?’ Danny asked.‘I believe that would be officers Richie Hughes and

Anthony Clement, Sir.’‘Tell them we need a word when we’re finished here.’‘Yes, no

problem.’Rose pushed the front door open. Someone had painted it an optimistic yellow once,

but time and weather had left it peeling and cracked, showing the dull, grey undercoat lurking

underneath. She checked the old rusty latch. No sign of a forced entry, she noted.‘Sir, the

bodies are still upstairs,’ Jug Ears said from behind them.Danny turned to Rose. ‘One victim

found alive in a downstairs room, barely breathing – we don’t know yet if he’ll make it. The

others were all in the bedroom upstairs.’They stepped inside to the gloom of the hallway and

Rose had a feeling of stepping into the past. The coolness of the interior seemed at odds with

the blistering heat outside and the flagstoned flooring and dark wood architrave were like

something you only see in period dramas. Time and wear and tear had left the woodwork

scuffed and peeling, but you could see money and craftsmanship had gone into the place.Yet

for all the quaintness and old-fashioned details, Rose’s stomach did that sickening twisting

thing, as if she knew they’d entered a place where nothing good could ever exist. She was

starting to think she was becoming sentimental, a bit soft, but she knew from experience you

can get a feel for a place the minute you step foot in it. Some places feel dirty and sordid.

Others have that ghostly feel, causing that barely perceptible tug on the hairs at the back of

your neck, that involuntary shiver. This was one of those places. She knew well enough to keep

that to herself though. Danny would have called her a ‘fecking buck eejit’ for spouting such

nonsense, but the eerie hush and the sharp contrast from the beautiful, lush countryside

scene, made her want to find out more and bolt at the same time.Rose looked down at the

dried, bloody footprints that stood out against the uneven flagstoned floor of the hallway.

Numbered evidence markers sat at each footprint like a place setting at a gory feast. ‘Watch

your step.’Danny looked at her and nodded. She knew that whatever they were about to see, it

wouldn’t be pleasant.The stairs creaked, announcing the departing pathologist.‘Raymond

Lyons,’ he said, introducing himself.‘You’re new to the job, I hear,’ said Danny, giving him a

smile. ‘Detective Danny Stowe and Dr Rose Lainey, forensic psychologist.’‘Aye, new to this job,

but I bring twenty years’ experience with me.’Rose caught Danny smirking at Lyons’ brisk

reply.‘Anything of importance we should know about the victims now?’‘Nothing beyond the



obvious. Need to get them on the table to tell you exactly what has gone on.’ The pathologist

was hitting sixty, but had that healthy look of careful living. Probably went cycling every

weekend and limited himself to one glass of red a week. Rose envied his type.‘At first glance,

what do you think we’re looking at?’ Rose asked.‘I prefer to keep my counsel until I know

exactly what I’m dealing with, but I can confirm that there are three bodies, each with multiple

stab wounds. Time of death probably no more than ten hours ago. I’ll be in touch.’ With that, he

left them to it.‘Come on, in here first. This is what I want you to see,’ said Danny directing Rose

towards the living room. Rose stepped into the room, noticing the larger evidence markers on

the floor that indicated where the first victim had been found. The small, square, sash window

was covered by climbing ivy, allowing little light to spill in despite the brightness of the day

outside. As Rose took in the scene around her, hyper-alert and curious, she gasped, realising

why Danny had brought her here. Over a fireplace that was little more than a blackened hole, a

scrawl of blackened chalk spelled out WHO TOOK EDEN MULLIGAN?‘What the fuck?’ Rose

said.‘I know, interesting, right?’ Danny smiled like he’d just been handed a present tied with a

scarlet-coloured bow.‘You’re on the historical review case, and then the call came in about

this?’‘Yep.’Rose thought of the red box file she had seen sitting on his desk in the basement

office.‘Do you know much about the Mulligan case?’ he asked.‘Well, I know of it. Hard not to

considering it’s been in the news on and off for years. It’s one of those cases that gets flagged

up every so often, usually when the politicians start talking about legacy and issues of the past.

Must be sad for the family.’She examined the rest of the room, noting that the whole place was

cluttered with furniture. Trestle tables, a sideboard and a large pale green velvet sofa sat in the

middle of the room, facing the open stone fireplace, where the remnants of what looked like

burnt papers lay in the grate.‘You need to get that checked out,’ Rose said, indicating towards

the ashes. They could hear the shuffle of techs overhead in the upstairs rooms.‘Are you up for

having a look at what’s up there?’ He pointed to the room above them.Rose nodded and they

made their way up the threadbare carpeted staircase.‘Just don’t touch anything.’‘What do you

take me for?’ she asked.‘A pen pusher medic,’ he deadpanned.Rose was prepared for the

smell but when it hit her she felt nauseous. It was thick and viscous, as if you could reach out

and touch it. Meaty with an undercurrent of metal, it tickled at the back of the throat.The door of

the bedroom to the right was wide open, inviting them in.‘Ladies first,’ Danny said.Rose rolled

her eyes. ‘Man up, Stowe.’The two techs walked out of the room carrying evidence bags. ‘All

done for now, just don’t do anything stupid,’ the second one said. ‘It’s not pretty in there.’He

wasn’t wrong.The scene was an aftermath of an orgy of violence – limbs, bloodied and

splayed, entangled together as if they were one mass. Two men, one woman. All young – early

to mid-twenties. Initially, it was difficult to identify which limb belonged to whom.The girl was

easy enough – blonde hair matted with drying blood, gashes to the neck and upper chest. She

was wearing what looked like an old-fashioned cotton nightdress, yellowing with age and wide

open at the front.A man lay with his bloodied arm slung across the woman’s small breasts,

defence wounds obvious on his hands. He’d fought back, but the puncture wound to the neck

had probably been enough to halt him. He was in joggers but no T-shirt, his chest slashed into

vicious ribbons of flesh.The other man was lying on his front and half-hanging off the bed, his

dark jeans soaked, as if he’d pissed himself. Again, no top on. The bizarre twist of his head

showed a substantial neck injury. It looked like he’d had his throat cut, possibly while his head

had been yanked backwards by the hair.They all looked young and somehow enchantingly

pretty, in a twisted, grotesque sort of way.‘Christ, someone has gone full-on psycho,’ Rose said.

For once, Danny was quiet. Rose had expected him to give a running commentary on the

scene, pointing out the obvious, coming up with surprising insights. She was aware he was



watching her. Realised he was waiting to see how she read the scene.The house gave off a

vibe straight out of Grimm’s nightmares. A twisted fairy-tale meant to unsettle and strike fear.

Rose still wasn’t sure what Danny’s cold case had to do with this bloodied scene, but she had

a sense that whatever the link, she was about to become entangled in a case she wouldn’t

easily forget. As they walked around the room their plastic shoe covers made sickening,

squelchy noises as they stuck to the blood-covered floorboards. Danny crouched down to look

under the bed.‘Nada. Just dust,’ he said straightening up. ‘Have to check though – you never

know when you could get lucky.’He opened the old, Victorian-style, mahogany wardrobe. It had

two doors, a central set of drawers and a mirror. As the door pulled open, the image of the

bodies on the bed reflected in the mirror looked like a still frame from a horror movie – too

bloodied and bizarre to be real.‘It isn’t the primary scene,’ she commented, watching as he

rummaged through the few outfits that were hanging up.‘Nah, there’s too much blood on the

stairs and the downstairs floorboards.’‘They’ve been placed here, staged for some reason. This

is the girl’s bedroom by the look of the clothes. Not many clothes in there though so maybe

they were on holiday?’‘Mm,’ he didn’t commit to an opinion. Too early for that.He felt along the

inside of the wardrobe door, reaching into the back and then above. Nothing.Rose moved over

to the window and looked out at the pastoral scene below. Swags of bindweed hung over the

top of the outside of the window, but it looked like someone had partially cleared it to see the

view.‘They’re still relatively fresh according to Lyons,’ he commented.‘Yes. The smell’s bad, but

not rancid. I’ve smelt worse. The heat hasn’t helped things.’‘Yeah, it will have certainly sped up

the decomposition.’A couple of flies were now playing kamikaze against the dirty

windowpane.Footsteps creaked on the stairs before one of the local officers arrived at the

bedroom door. ‘Anthony Clement, Sir. I was told you wanted a word?’‘You and Hughes were

first on the scene?’ Danny asked. The young officer looked like he was about to piss himself,

frozen in the doorway and not daring to step across the threshold. His eyes looked everywhere

except at the bed.‘Yes, Sir.’Danny moved away from the bed. ‘I assume you followed protocol?

Didn’t risk tampering with anything? Better to tell us now if you did.’‘No, Sir, but we had to

respond to the live one.’‘Of course. But you’ve handed your boots over to the techs?’‘Yes.’‘So,

what did you find when you arrived?’ Rose asked.‘We found the breathing one first, downstairs

in the living room. Blood everywhere. We could barely find a pulse. It’s not likely he’ll make it,

going by the amount of blood loss. Never seen anything like it. Not round here.’‘He was

conscious?’‘No, he was out of it. Ambulance arrived within twenty-five minutes. This place isn’t

easy to find without local knowledge.’‘Any ID on him?’ Danny asked.‘No, not a thing. He was

wearing jeans and a shirt. No phone or anything else on him. We tried to patch up the wounds

as best we could and radioed for back-up. As soon as the paramedics were on their way, we

came upstairs, found the other victims.’Rose looked at Danny then back at Clement. ‘Then

what? Did you search the property?’‘Yes. No sign of a break-in. Back door was locked from the

inside, one of those big old-fashioned keys still in the keyhole. We came in through the front

door. It was wide open, as though someone had left in full flight.’‘Right, that’ll be all for now, but

we may have to check in with you and Hughes again. Get your reports logged in the system by

the end of the day.’‘Sir, there’s something else.’‘What?’ Danny said, impatient.‘Outside, in the

garden, we’ve found some dolls.’‘Dolls?’ Rose asked. ‘What kind of dolls?’‘Old ones, hanging

from the tree.’CHAPTER 5They made their way outside and let Officer Clement lead them to

the tree at the back of the house.‘There, Sir,’ he said, pointing towards the dolls before briskly

heading back to the front of the house.Rose and Danny looked up to where the dolls hung

perfectly still in the warm air. They had been suspended by fine nylon twine from individual

branches of the same tree but each was different: a bisque face, cracked and dirty; a rubber



one without an eye; another with blank holes where the glassy eyes should have been. Two of

them had shorn heads showing the pin holes where the hair had been threaded into the dolls’

skulls. The one closest to them had her nose bashed in and the gaping hole where it should be

was stuffed with some sort of sponge. The mouth hung open showing small, pearly teeth.

Eyebrows painted in single brush strokes gave the doll a surprised look, as if she had

experienced a fright.They appeared to be partly handcrafted and had been made out of an

assortment of parts, some with arms attached backwards, giving them the appearance of

deformity. The twisting of limbs, the assault of features and the missing eyes all conspired to

make them look like they’d been in the ownership of a sadistic child.Rose recognised the face

of one of them as being from a Tiny Tears doll. Its one remaining blue eye stared blindly. She

had one as a child herself. They were popular in the eighties.‘Weird as fuck,’ said Danny.‘Do

you think they were left for us to find?’ asked Rose.Danny walked underneath the vast

branches, the shade providing a cool, dark belt, and started taking pictures with his phone.

‘Possibly. Could have been here before the slasher arrived on the scene, but we’ve got to

check them out.’‘Plenty to work with.’‘Ha, I knew you’d bite,’ Danny said grinning.‘I’m not signing

up for anything. This was a cursory look, nothing more. Besides, your ACC might have

something to say about me sticking my nose in where it’s not wanted.’‘A case like this one

needs someone like you. Leave McCausland to me.’Rose decided she needed to lay her cards

on the table. ‘As far as my boss is concerned, I’m here for a few days’ holiday to attend to some

family business. He’ll be expecting me back. I’ve no intention of getting messed up in a murder

case.’‘Yeah, but you could ask for a secondment. Say, six to eight weeks? That’s all I’m asking

for.’‘It’s not that simple, Danny.’‘Rosie, it’s only as hard as you want to make it. Tell me you love

London, love working with parole boards and you’ve some English fella keeping your bed

warm, waiting for your return, and I’ll back off. But if there is a tiny bit of you interested in doing

some real, meaningful work at the front end, then come on board and do this with me.’‘Who

says my work isn’t meaningful? The world doesn’t revolve around Danny Stowe, you know.’He

held up a hand. ‘Sorry, that came out wrong. Rosie, you and I, we go way back. Do you not

remember the nights we spent talking about how we were going to set the world alight? Now’s

our chance.’She said nothing and he took it as his cue to continue.‘The truth is, Rosie, I was

put on historical enquiries because I’ve messed up. A previous case went badly wrong, and I

was responsible. You landed back in my life on my first day of a big case, with a crime scene

straight out of hell, and a crazed girl thinking she has committed murder. This is my chance to

right a few wrongs and prove I’m worth a second chance.’ He put his hands behind his head.

‘Christ, I’ve just realised what I’m doing – it’s like finals all over again – I’m relying on you to

make me do my best work.’‘Danny, you don’t need me. You never have done. Look, I’m not

saying I won’t consider it – a change from London and the prison service would be nice – I just

don’t know if I want that change to be here.’How could she explain to him that she had spent so

long running away from Belfast that she feared coming back?CHAPTER 6Going back to

Belfast had never been part of the plan.The phone call had come in the dead of the night, just

as she always knew it would. She’d scrabbled for the switch on the bedside lamp, and propped

herself up in the bed, bleary-eyed, her heart thumping.‘Roisin, it’s me,’ her sister had

said.‘When?’‘Tonight. At half-nine. It took me a while to track you down as I’ve four different

numbers for you. How did you know?’‘I get a phone call from you at God knows what time so it

has to mean she’s dead. Either that, or she needs help. I prefer the first option.’‘Well, you got

your wish.’ She could hear the reproach in Kaitlin’s voice.‘I’m sorry. You know it’s complicated

for me. I was never the favoured child.’They fell silent for a second, the sounds from the London

street below – a taxi door being slammed, a siren in the distance – offering a kind of solace.



This was Rose’s life now. Here, she didn’t have to be wary of the city around her or worry about

her family.‘The funeral will be on Saturday. You’ll come?’ Kaitlin says it lightly, but the hope is

clear.‘I don’t know. I’ll have to see what’s happening at work.’ She racked her brain for a

believable excuse as to why she couldn’t go but settled instead on the truth.‘Look, I don’t want

to go. You can’t expect me to jump on a flight home after all this time and act like everything is

normal.’‘Come on. That’s not fair on us.’She’d no doubt that Kait knew full well that any return to

Belfast would be under duress. But Evelyn was gone, so where was the harm in seeing her

family now? There must be a squad of nieces and nephews that she had yet to meet.‘For

God’s sake Rosh, it’s our mother. Your superiors will understand and you’re bound to be

entitled to compassionate leave. We haven’t seen you for years. You owe it to her to go to her

funeral.’‘I don’t owe her anything.’‘What about the rest of us? You left us too.’‘It wasn’t that

simple.’She thought of their family home and felt the tightening in her chest that she had spent

years learning to breathe through.‘I’ll text you the details when we get everything sorted with

the undertakers. O’Kane’s are doing it. She warned us not to go with the other crowd on the

road.’Rose laughed. ‘Sectarian till the very end.’Fifteen years. Had it really been that long? She

had left as soon as she could at eighteen and was thirty-three now. Sleep had deserted her,

and she was left with the pale, early morning light and a head full of infuriating memories.

Funny how a familiar voice could drag her back into that world so easily. A world she had

worked hard to leave behind.Back then she had learned to keep her head down, to stay in the

shadows, and she had survived by counting down the days until she could escape. Lying on

the top bunk in a room she shared with Kaitlin, she’d promised herself that when she got out,

her life would be different. The posters on her walls of bands like Joy Division, Pete Doherty

and Oasis helped her visualise a life beyond the grey, breeze block walls of Belfast.Sometimes

she worried it hadn’t really been as bad as she remembered. Had she perhaps been too quick

to judge? But there was no escaping the reality of it: late night runs down south, transporting

people, weapons, laundered money and God knows what. The rushed dinners as her mother

was called away to deal with some urgent business that they had learned early on never to

question. Her family operated on a need to know basis and Rose knew not to challenge

that.She had been Roisin back then. Roisin Lavery. Skinny and tall with shoulder-length dark

hair, styled with a side fringe she wore long to hide behind. She’d had skin so pale people

remarked on it, suggesting that she needed to get out more instead of spending so many days

inside reading and listening to music.When the last exam came around in June, she felt a

surge of excitement laced with fear. She’d packed her PE bag with a couple of pairs of jeans, a

few T-shirts, toiletries and the bundle of twenty-pound notes she had been saving for years.

Working three nights a week washing glasses in Madden’s pub hadn’t paid much, but she had

been planning this for a long time and saving every penny amounted to freedom. When the

examiner said, ‘Time’s up, please put down your pens,’ Rose’s heart had soared.Liverpool

offered her a chance to start over. An opportunity to be her own person, without the stigma of

her family name. Months earlier, she had hidden the letter declaring she had been offered a

place on a degree course in criminality and psychology. It didn’t take Freud to work out she

was exorcising some demons – even she could see the irony. Ensuring she achieved the

grades needed to meet the criteria had been all she’d focused on and studying was easy when

she could almost taste the freedom it offered.Within a month of leaving she had changed her

name to Rose Lainey. Officially, she was still a Lavery, but when meeting new people, she used

her adopted name. Reinvention was essential. If she could pretend to be someone else then,

maybe, she had a hope of creating the life she craved. She wasn’t going to let her family, or

Belfast, define her for evermore, so she’d separated herself from her family with distance,



morality and politics. Funny how, back then, she’d grouped them all as one.The family had

always been run as a tight ship with their mother at the helm. What Evelyn said went and they

were all powerless to stop her. Only Rose stood up to her mother’s politics, and the others

would look at her like she was crazy. She might as well have said that the earth was flat, rather

than question the republican rhetoric that her mother so proudly espoused. The younger ones

knew no better, but Rose could think for herself and she wasn’t going to stand by and say

nothing. Leaving had been her only option. She couldn’t imagine what would have happened if

she’d stayed. Evelyn had a mean streak and she wasn’t averse to hurting her own children.

There’d been many a household battle that had ended in hair pulling and slaps that stung

beyond the red welt left by a palm.Yet Evelyn could also be wildly loving and entertaining when

the mood took her. When they’d lost their father, in the worst circumstances possible, Evelyn

had made sure each of the children knew she was there for them, that she was going nowhere

and that they had each other. None of it, for Rose, was enough when weighed up against the

other stuff, the things she never wanted to dwell on.She’d worked hard all these years to

eradicate her past. Her way of speaking took a bit longer to go than the name, but now she

spoke with an indistinct English accent that people could never quite place. She’d managed to

create a life built around her work. If she didn’t get too close to anyone, they didn’t care enough

to dig and discover who Rose Lainey really was. Though who’s to say that the girl she left

behind defined her any more than the woman she had become?When Kaitlin had called with

the news of their mother’s death, Rose had waited, expecting an avalanche of emotion,

something to shift inside and show her that she was changed by Evelyn’s passing. That shift

didn’t come. She wondered if that was partly down to the fact that she had spent so much of

her adult life shored up against emotion, controlled and considered in her approach to

everything to such an extent that she no longer knew how to feel.Despite her initial reluctance,

she’d arrived the previous day and found that, despite the obvious changes, driving the roads

of Belfast felt natural, like her muscle memory had been woken from a long sleep. The hire car,

picked up at the airport, was functional and nippy but she wasn’t going to be impressing

anyone pulling up at her family home in a Fiat 500. They’d probably piss themselves laughing

at her. She remembered that snarky humour that only family can get away with. She was sure

her siblings’ banter wouldn’t have changed. At least, she hoped not.The cars parked outside

the wake house gave it away, along with the huddle of smokers in the tiny front garden. Rose

could have found the house in her sleep anyway. Her mother had never left the family home.

Twenty-three Hyde Street. It was in the Markets area of Belfast, a nationalist enclave situated

right beside the bustling city centre. Hyde Street was in a row of red brick terrace houses that

had been renovated by the council to make them fit for purpose.In any other city, the close

positioning to the city centre would have made the area genteel, expensive and sought after,

but not here. For a long time, these homes had been the dregs offered to working class

Catholic families without a say in the government at Stormont.Rose parked at the end of the

street and walked back up. She paused at the gate, conscious of the eyes watching her.

Someone whispered within ear shot and she heard her old name, Roisin. She’d be a curiosity

to them all. The one who ran away and never returned.She entered the narrow hallway and

turned into the living room at the front of the house.‘Rosh! You made it.’ She felt herself be

pulled into an embrace without knowing whose arms were wrapped round her. She looked up

and for a second, she couldn’t place the greyish-green eyes. Then, as if the kaleidoscope had

shifted, it all fell into place – Kaitlin.‘Kait, I’d hardly know you!’‘That’s what happens when you

move away and forget to come home.’ Her voice was warm but the hint of admonishment in her

words was clear.‘Come on in, they’re all waiting to see you. Or would you like a few minutes



alone with Mummy?’ She jerked her head in the direction of the coffin where it had been placed

along the far wall, beneath the window. The curtains were closed against the late evening light.

A gloomy low glimmer from two church candles cast a sombre feel over the room.Rose could

see the coffin was open and shook her head. She had no desire to see her mother’s corpse.

She was here for the living, not the dead. Kaitlin nodded in understanding.‘Okay then, come in

and see the others.’When she followed Kaitlin into the kitchen the room fell quiet. She felt as if

they had all turned towards her, watching.A man on a wooden chair rose to his feet and walked

over to offer her his hand. She shook it and realised it was her brother Pearse. He was different

from how she’d remembered him, balding and heavier. The softness of youth was long gone.

She wondered what he thought of her in return.‘Hello, Roisin.’The murmur of conversation

started again and she realised she had been holding her breath.‘Hi Pearse. Good to see you.’

She searched his face for the brother she remembered.Someone offered her a cup of tea and

she took it, glad to have something to do with her hands. Conversation buzzed around her and

she picked up threads – the funeral director had done a good job, the mass was all organised,

the order of service pamphlets would arrive any minute now and yes, they had chosen a lovely

photograph of Evelyn for it. The priest was going to say a decade of the rosary over the coffin

and would anyone like to join them in the front room?The room thinned out as some went to

say the prayers. Rose stayed where she was with Pearse at her side.‘You’re not the religious

type then?’ he asked.‘No,’ she said, looking up at him. ‘You?’‘Only when I have to be.’‘I forgot,

that’s the way it is here. Religion: a necessary evil that keeps everyone in their own lane.’‘That’s

one way of looking at it. How have you been, Rosh? Life treating you well?’‘I can’t complain.

And you?’‘Aye. I’m doing all right for myself. Married, did you know? Two kids.’‘I heard. Sorry I

didn’t go to the wedding.’‘Or the christenings, or the first communions … You’ve missed a lot,

Roisin.’ He said it with a touch of bitterness, as if she had deliberately slighted him by missing

out on his family’s milestones.Kaitlin rescued her. ‘Roisin, Aunt Marie wants to see you before

she goes.’She let Kaitlin take her by the hand and lead her into the living room. ‘Thanks,’ she

mouthed as the responses to the prayers rumbled in the background.CHAPTER 7

Who Took Houston Astros

Murder on the Red River (A Cash Blackbear Mystery Book 1), The Midnight Killing: The twisty

new crime thriller that will keep you up all night, My Husband's Girlfriend: A completely

unputdownable psychological thriller with a nail-biting twist, The Elegance of the Hedgehog

CrimeFictionCritic, “Full of breath-holding moments and pulse pounding tension. “They’re dead.

They’re all dead. It’s my fault. I killed them.”Those are the words of Iona Gardener, who stands

bloodied and panicked inside a local police station as she confesses to the murder of four

friends she shared a cottage with outside Belfast.In the cottage’s back garden, the police find

five ghastly old dolls hanging from a tree. Inside the cottage which looks like a proper

slaughterhouse scene, someone had scrawled the words “WHO TOOK EDEN MULLIGAN?” on

a wall, suggesting the murders are somehow connected with the disappearance of Eden

Mulligan, a mother of thirty-three with five children, who went missing years before during The

Troubles.This book encompasses two primary time frames, the present and then 1986, the

year Eden Mulligan disappeared during The Troubles, also called Northern Ireland conflict, a

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/QEAp/Who-Took-Eden-Mulligan-A-totally-addictive-crime-thriller-and-mystery-novel-packed-with-nail-biting-suspense


violent sectarian struggle from about 1968 to 1998 in Northern Ireland between the

overwhelmingly Protestant unionists (loyalists), who desired the province to remain part of the

United Kingdom, and the overwhelmingly Roman Catholic nationalists (republicans), who

wanted Northern Ireland to become part of the republic of Ireland.There’s something really

powerful about this story. For me, it wasn’t as much about the mystery… who committed the

murders, or why. It was the sense of foreboding about what I might learn about the connection

with the Eden Mulligan disappearance and the edge-of-your-seat suspense.Thematically, the

focus of this book is on relationships–including the relationship we have with ourselves. It’s

underpinned by powerful and confronting themes of honesty and lies; of shame; and of

messed-up lives and whether redemption is always possible.When we meet Rose Lainey, a

forensic psychologist, she’s just reluctantly returned to Belfast for her mother’s funeral after a

fifteen year absence. Rose had fled Belfast at eighteen to escape her domineering mother and

the troubles in Belfast at the time, becoming estranged from her family. During the visit home,

Lainey reconnects with an old friend, DI Danny Stowe, who is to investigate the murders Iona

Gardener confessed to committing and the recently reopened Eden Mulligan cold case. He

convinces her to take a leave of absence from her position in London to consult on the twin

investigations.It’s the Eden Mulligan cold case that brings Rose’s childhood memories to the

fore. They’ve always been there and evidenced in the secretive personal life she’s led, but now

delving into the decades old disappearance of Eden Mulligan forces her to confront the events

of the past.DI Danny Stowe, recently separated from his wife, has thrown himself completely

into his work to mute the anguish of his failed marriage. But Rose’s reappearance in his life

rekindles feelings he’d felt for Rose since college that go beyond just close friendship.I very

much liked Rose, a wonderfully complex character. Having spent her entire life running away

from her childhood, a source of shame for her, she learns she has never been able to put it all

behind her. And, now back in Belfast, she realizes she has missed home more than she’s ever

admitted to herself. Of course, things and people are never as they seem, and soon Rose

learns she’s not the only one with secrets.Early on, Rose and Danny determine that Iona

Gardener hadn’t killed her friends. The evidence at the scene reveals that’s impossible. But, for

some reason, Gardener felt compelled to make the false confession. The bulk of the novel

revolves around their investigation of the murders at the cottage as they attempt to make sense

of the graffiti scrawled on the wall and to determine whether there is an actual connection with

the decades old disappearance of Eden Mulligan.I felt the author may have over complicated

things a little with the attention devoted to the thread involving Rose’s mother Evelyn’s

suspected involvement in the IRA that added little to the central plot and—though important to

understanding Rose’s estrangement from her mother—felt somewhat irrelevant. That aside,

there’s plenty to like about Who Took Eden Mulligan? by Sharon Dempsey. She times the big

reveal and climax perfectly. I certainly felt a sense of closure. This is an unpredictable, face-

paced, and engaging read, and one I’d certainly recommend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Damaged people. This is basically a good story accurately reflecting

some of the effects of the Ulster "troubles" during the late 20th century and subsequently. It

suffers from unnecessary repetition of principal characters' psychological issues. The subplot

concerning Evelyn Laverty is tiresome, irrelevant, and ultimately meaningless.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very gripping book from the very start. I enjoyed this book it had me

hooked from the first page and kept this going throughout the book -definitely worth a read”



J - loves books, reads books, “Well paced, engrossing - a wonderful read, recommended.

4-4.5*Rose Lainey, forensic psychologist, has returned to Belfast, her home town, for her

estranged mother’s funeral. She had left Belfast many years ago to get away from any

association with her family name. Her mother, she believes, had a dark past connected to the

IRA.D I Danny Stowe has been pushed aside after messing up his last big case. His marriage

is on the rocks which isn’t helping him stay focused.A young woman, Iona Gardener, walks into

a police station covered in blood declaring that she has ‘killed them’ before collapsing.Danny is

given a break since at the scene is a message “Who took Eden Mulligan?” and is put in charge

of the investigation.Rose looks in on Danny, friends since being at university together, who

asks her to help with the case. She agrees. He wants her help interviewing Iona, who is

believes didn’t kill anyone, but she is not yet fit. So, in the meantime, Rose will look into the

Eden Mulligan case. Is it really connected to the present murders? If so, how? And if Iona didn’t

kill them who did?Set in Belfast of the present day and looking back to the 1980s this book

gives a fascinating insight into what it was like for those living through ‘The Troubles’

particularly for those living in the Catholic areas of Belfast. Eden Mulligan was a Protestant

married to a Catholic man who was often absent working in England. When he was home he

drank a lot. They had five children whose lives were irrevocably altered when their mother

disappeared one night and their father never came back to care for them.This is a tremendous

story of murder, abduction and loss. It goes beyond the normal police procedural investigation

into the murky world of the IRA, how it impacted on people’s lives. Also, at the involvement of

priests and how being ‘a man of the cloth’ might bring influence and power in and over a

community but even that cannot always save him if his personal life choices change.These

various threads are well handled and written by the author who writes with authority and the

voice of experience. The two main characters are well drawn and likeable. This is certainly a

duo who have the ability to become favourites for many readers of any future books. There is

also scope to develop D I Stowe and his squad into terrific characters and, along with Rose, a

great team.I liked the setting, the various storylines including Rose and Danny’s backstories

which were neatly woven into the book. It is well paced, an engrossing story and a wonderful

read that I would not hesitate to recommend.Note: whilst I received an invite and received an

ebook to review (see thanks below) I felt it only right to purchase this book - so I

have.Thanks:Many thanks to Ellie Pilcher for the invite to read Who Took Eden Mulligan? and

to Avon Books for the eBook via NetGalley.”

Janice Staines, “A new crime-solving team are born!. A woman runs into a police station,

disheveled and covered in blood. She manages to shout, “It’s my fault, I killed them all!” before

collapsing on the ground.Four victims of a frenzied stabbing are later found at her remote

cottage when the Police go to investigate. Three bodies lie posed on the bed in an upstairs

bedroom and the words, ‘Who took Eden Mulligan?’ are painted across one of the walls.Now,

add to the mix, DI Danny Stowe, a troubled (aren’t they all?) detective trying to come to terms

with his failed marriage, whilst at the same time, trying to prove to his boss that he is up to the

job after messing up on a previous case. And, finally, unexpectedly arriving on the scene,

comes Danny’s old university friend, now a forensic psychologist, Rose Lainey. Suddenly, we

have the ‘dream team’ to investigate and solve this mystifying case.It turns out Eden Mulligan

was a mother of five young children who ‘disappeared’ during the Troubles - a case that was

never properly investigated by the Police at the time or in subsequent reviews. Now, her grown-

up family are desperate for answers as to what became of their mother.This is a great debut

novel from Sharon Dempsey and the story had me gripped from the very beginning. It explores



relationships and the effects their break-downs can have on individuals, family groups and

larger organisations. And the dire consequences of what can happen when they are ripped

apart.The author paints a realistic picture of Northern Ireland in the mid 1980s. A time when it

was a dark and menacing place - where people lived in fear and intimidation of their

neighbours, the state and the church.The characters, Stowe and Lainey, have the potential to

make a great crime-solving team - if only they can deal with their own demons along the way.

But, can the author allow them to remain ‘just good friends’ or will the chemistry between them

have them ripping off each other’s clothes and falling into bed together? I can’t wait for the next

book to find out!”

M. Price, “The shadow of the Troubles resonates today!. Sharon Dempsey's debut novel,

beautifully narrated by Melaine MacHugh, is totally compelling. I was sent an advance copy of

the audiobook to review, I liked it so much that I bought the kindle book and the audiobook as I

know that I will want to listen to this again and again. I am hoping that Sharon Dempsey will

turn this into a series starter but, even if this title remains a standalone novel, I know that I will

be buying everything that she writes from now on.Sharon Dempsey's gift is to write about real

people, her characters leap from the page fully formed and the reader is totally involved in

their lives and their histories. The novel opens when Rose Lainey, a forensic psychologist,

returns to Belfast after a long absence and calls in to see her friend D.I. Danny Stowe for a

catch up. Before she knows where she is Danny is trying to persuade her to take a sabbatical

from her London job, to assist him in solving a murder case that has just landed on his desk,

together with a confession, the problem being that there is no way that the confession can be

true. Needless to say Rose, who has her own problems with Belfast, decides to participate and

the mysteries unfold from there.This novel is absolutely gripping from the word go, and it

doesn't let the reader/listener go until the very end. Even then you want to know what happens

next! Gripping,  compelling,  inventive,  tense, a definite 50 star recommendation from me!”

Lighthouse Lady, “Forget the housework, forget bedtime and immerse yourself!. I have read all

of Sharon Dempsey's work but Who Took Eden Mulligan stands out for me as a breakaway in

storytelling for the author. From the first page you are embroiled in a macabre mystery, then

introduced to Danny and Rose with their personal history echoed in the historical link to the

present day crime.The Troubles serve as a backdrop to most fiction in NI, as I live here I

generally prefer to read fiction which transports me to somewhere I don't know but it was so

necessary to the storytelling and I realised that for most of the world, our wee country, is that

unknown place that will transport them!! The past and present were contrasted but connected

with intelligence, well crafted writing and understanding.I loved how the layers of the story were

peeled back with crime, mystery and psychological thriller all interwoven with care and

cleverness. I found myself gripped and ended up, on the 2nd day of reading, staying up til 2am

because the plot was building and I had to know if I was right about "who dunnit'! I am a huge

fan of Jonathan Kellerman's Alex Delaware and Milo Sturgis and thoroughly enjoyed the similar

dynamic between Detective and Psychologist in Eden Mulligan. I truly hope this is the first in a

series featuring Danny and Rose as I feel there is so much smart and engaging storytelling to

come.”

KIERNA CORR, “Could not put this down!. I couldn't wait to read this book as I have enjoyed

all of Sharon Dempsey's other books, she has a real love of language that shines through and

makes her books a pleasure to read. The characters are well developed, flawed, human &



likeable. The Mulligan 'children' and their experiences broke my heart. If you love crime stories

with real twists and turns this one is right up your street. I started it early on a day off and

couldn't stop reading until it was finished.”

The book by Sharon Dempsey has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 252 people have provided feedback.
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